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Abstract
Background: In Europe, a lot of data portals are emerging on the local, national or interregional levels. These portals
have a common objective to share data and information to its citizens and businesses, and to make information more
accessible. However, studies showed that people are still facing difficulties in finding and reusing public sector
information. To facilitate data reuse, the information should be available in a machine-readable format and agreed
metadata standard, so that interoperability and discoverability could be enhanced.
Methods: This article focuses on the interoperability and harmonization of spatial and non-spatial data in the transport
field. Both the open data and geospatial world have stable standards (such as DCAT and INSPIRE), and the GeoDCATAP is the first attempt in combining the two worlds. Through a case study approach, this article aims to provide
insights in the implementation of this new standard and other interoperability cases in transport, such as the Data Tank
data management system and a harmonized model for road network data.
Results: The results are presented through a case study approach that was executed in the Open Transport Net
project, and in consultation of the standard bodies Open Geospatial Consortium, the World Wide Web Consortium,
and the in-house research centre of the European Commission, the Joint Research Centre.
Conclusions: The results highlight that still a lot of work needs to be done to combine both worlds, and that certain
advantages and drawbacks need to be taken into account when combining spatial and non-spatial data.
Keywords: Open data, Geo data, Data interoperability, Data harmonization, CKAN, Transport

Introduction: situation analysis of open (geo) data
in transport
In the last decades, a transparency story can be witnessed
among city and regional governments that are making public
sector information freely available and accessible. According
to the latest statistics (consulted January, 2016) of the Open
Knowledge Foundation, there are currently 190 open data
portals in the European region and 519 worldwide. It is believed that opening up data, covering health, education, transport, crime, etc. will empower citizens, foster innovation and
reform public services. Furthermore, the INSPIRE directive
2007/2/EC lays down general rules for the establishment of
the Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European
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Community. Member States should provide descriptions in
the form of metadata for their spatial data sets and services.
Since such metadata should be compatible and usable in a
community and transboundary context, it is necessary to lay
down rules concerning the metadata used to describe the
spatial data sets and services corresponding to the themes
listed in Annexes I, II and III to EC [3].
Currently, there can be seen two communities addressing
the open data issue. First is the open data community in general, following the 5 star open data approach defined by
Berners-Lee [1], aiming to open data according to the fifth
level of Linked Open Data specification. This community
deals with geodata (see e.g. Heath & Bizer [6]) as a part of open
linked data. The community focuses on opening data itself,
pays attention to the accessibility of the data and readability of
format of the data. But the community does not pay as much
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attention to data structures harmonization among cities, regions nor countries. Contrariwise, the other community, community of GIS&T1 people naturally uses different approach.
First to harmonize data among regions to one harmonized
data structure and then open the data in an open format (see
e.g. Janečka et al. [8]).
Within this context, OpenTransportNet consortium (composed of professionals both from open data and GIS&T
community) aims to build collaborative service Hubs for cities and regions that aggregate, harmonize and also visualize
open (geo) data from different sources including local, regional, national and pan-European portals. A community
place with a set of application programming interfaces
(APIs) and tools, where city and regional managers, developers and citizens can meet, is also installed on the OTN
Hubs as to get a service co-creation track on-going. In this
respect, OpenTransportNet provides an innovative interface
between citizens and public authorities to not only access information, but also to collaboratively gather insights and create new services in transport. The thematic focus in
OpenTransportNet is transport data, which can offer a lot of
opportunities for today’s city and regional challenges, if a service is built on top of the raw (primary) data. OpenTransportNet is looking into several use cases in the transport
domain, such as traffic volume prediction during peak hours,
or for road works planned in the future. The OTN Hubs are
currently deployed and co-created in three pilot cities and
one region, being Birmingham (UK), Antwerp (Belgium),
Issy-les-Moulineaux (France) and the Liberec Region (Czech
Republic). An iterative testing approach is being set up with
these four pilot sites as to capture the user experience of the
Hubs, and to see how insights and knowledge about transport situations can be gained from the ‘mash-up’ of different
datasets which citizens can create themselves, or by the provided (big) data visualizations and analysis tools.
For a citizen being able to visualize multiple datasets and
to analyse and extract insights from them, the data first
needs to be harmonized. This article reports on the
harmonization principles that have been applied in the project to aggregate and harmonize transport related data. The
collected transport data in the OTN visualization tool stems
from different sources, being spatial and non-spatial data
streams and will be further enhanced with crowd-sourced
data in the near future. This article presents the overall vision of the architecture of the OTN project through the description of several use cases and its software components
such as the DataTank and Micka, together with lessons
learned about interoperability and querying of the datasets.
To guarantee a good search ability and reuse of the geospatial datasets, the project has the ambition to implement the
new metadata standard for geospatial datasets and services,
being GeoDCAT-AP. GeoDCAT-AP is a metadata profile
which is a combination of the INSPIRE metadata profile for
spatial data and the W3C’s DCAT application profile for
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public sector datasets in general. The article describes the
specifics of this new application profile and its current and
future implementation in the OTN Hubs. The OTN project
contributes to the testing and advising of this new standard,
in strong collaboration with the standard bodies OGC and
W3C. A joined working group will be set up to align the
geo and non-geospatial world, and to share implementation
experiences of GeoDCAT-AP with others.

Methods of interoperability and harmonization of
open data
In order to do something useful with the data on the OTN
Hubs, it is necessary to know how data can be interpreted
as meaning information, for instance, it is having the knowledge that a specific number represents a year, or a social
security number. One of the enablers for this is metadata.
Metadata is, as its name implies, data about data. It
describes the properties of a dataset. Metadata can cover
various types of information. Descriptive metadata includes elements such as the title, abstract, author and
keywords, and is mostly used to discover and identify a
dataset. Another type is administrative metadata with elements such as the license, intellectual property rights,
when and how the dataset was created, and who has access to it [11]. Metadata is created, maintained and published using metadata catalogues. The main importance
of having metadata is that it facilitates the discovery and
cataloguing of files, and facilitates interoperability between different systems if the same or interoperable
metadata schema is used.
Now that we know how to interpret our data, can we
easily combine different data sources? Unfortunately, the
answer is no. Data can be incompatible in a lot of different ways. Although there is no clear definition shared by
the overall community, interoperability usually means
the ‘capability to communicate, execute programs, or
transfer data among various functional units in a manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge
of the unique characteristics of those units, and this with
a minimal loss of content and functionality (ISO/IEC
2382–1:1993).
Data interoperability issues can occur at different
levels [2], EC [5]:
 Process level: If within or among certain

organizations two datasets need to be merged, we
can first study the interoperability of the
processes: each dataset is a result of a certain
creation process. In order for different entities to
work together effectively, processes need to be
aligned and agreed upon. This means that at this
level it is rather a business process and policy
problem, than a data problem. Therefore, this
level is out of scope of this article
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 Legal level: Next, the question arises whether we









are legally allowed to merge the datasets. It may be
possible that privacy will be breached after merging,
or that the terms of condition does not allow reuse
in such a way.
Technical level: The third form of interoperability
is describing the difficulty to merge the technical
carriers: data sent over radio waves is difficult to
merge with data sent in a letter over mail. Different
data formats can make it hard to merge data.
Syntax level: The fourth kind of interoperability
describes whether the syntax (or the structure of the
data) allows for easy merging. Two sources might
use a totally different data model to store similar
data so that merging them is non-trivial. The first
use case in this article focuses on metadata
harmonization and describes how to understand the
source data. I
Semantic level: The semantic interoperability
describes whether the words/identifiers used are
compatible. Informal descriptions can be ambiguous,
resulting in inconsistencies in the merged data. E.g.:
should an “address” text field include the zip code
and country or not? In one dataset the address there
might be only the street name, while other datasets
might include the street, umber and country,
although they are both describing the actual address.
Query level: Finally, querying interoperability comes
into play when one does not want to merge the data
for simply solving a question for which multiple
datasets are needed. As an example, the data might
be vertically partitioned (the attributes are spread
over the different datasets), in which case multiple
intermediate queries will have to be executed and of
which the results should be merged. E.g. if you have
2 CSV files and want to contact people living in
Brussels, and the first file only contains the names
and the phone numbers, and the second one the
place of residence.

Data interoperability is a problem affecting the interaction of entities at very different levels, and thus not
only the technical operations. When merging two (or
more) datasets into one common target dataset, we need
to ensure that data from heterogeneous sources can be
used in combination to view, query and analyse, or in
short: we need to harmonize the datasets. Therefore, we
need to set up a data harmonization process. The data
harmonization mechanism is often compared to searching for the lowest common denominator in mathematics. There are some common aspects of both processes.
Firstly, you will get a simpler expression of the original
data, and secondly you will lose some piece of information. A simplified example is the standardization of
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clothing: clothes sizes are standardized measurements,
but still miss out the details that in some case may cause
a bad fit. Unfortunately, this is the price we have to pay
for having unified datasets among wider areas (EU in
our case).
Talking about harmonization of geographic data in the
European Union, the INSPIRE directive (EC [4]) has to
be mentioned. INSPIRE establishes an infrastructure for
spatial information in European Union; addressing 34
spatial data themes needed for environmental applications, including transportation. As the spatial infrastructure needs a unified data model for each particular data
theme, data from different European countries have to
be harmonized into INSPIRE data schemes.
The description of data harmonization process itself
can be described in many ways, but the following 5-step
harmonization approach [8] was selected in OTN:
1) Understanding the theory of spatial data
harmonization - understanding techniques which
can be used for converting data between different
data structures, while losing as little information as
possible.
2) Source data understanding - deep understanding
of source data scheme up to the level of attributes.
3) Target data understanding - deep understanding
of target data scheme up to the level of attributes.
4) Definition of harmonization steps - analysis of
source and target data differences. Development of
geometry and attribute matching scheme which
describes the conversion of source data into target
data scheme, layer by layer, table by table, attribute
by attribute. Note that all of the following relations
can take place:
a. One target element (layer, table or attribute) can
be composed of one source element (1:1),
b. One target element can be composed of more
source elements (1:M),
c. Some target elements can be composed more
than one source elements (M:N).
5) Practical realization - implementation of the
above-defined harmonization steps in a selected software. Three types of software are commonly used:
Geographic Information Systems, Spatial databases
or ETL (Extract Transform and Load) tools (for instance FME, http://www.safe.com or HALE, https://
www.wetransform.to/products/halestudio).
For the data manager, it is important to know that the
know-how of data harmonization is always divided between two user roles: data owners2 (usually public bodies)
and harmonization experts.3 Data owners need to have a
deep knowledge about the source and target data structures. Harmonization experts must understand the spatial
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harmonization theory (more information in [8]), have the
skills to handle data models (with in-depth knowledge of
conceptual modeling languages and encodings), and practically realize the harmonization (e.g. skills to handle ETL
tools). An open and fluent communication between the
data owner and the harmonization expert is key for a successful data harmonization process.
In the following paragraphs of this article, three use
cases are described that serve as good practice examples
of working towards data harmonization and interoperability in the OTN project:
 Use Case I: Metadata Harmonization: The first

use case describes the specifics of the new
GeoDCAT-AP standard, and the implementation of
it on the OTN Hub with the corresponding metadata catalogues CKAN and Micka. At the beginning
of the project, an overview was made of all available
data sources of the pilots. Some datasets could be
uploaded directly to the Hub, while others had to be
transformed or harmonized.
 Use Case II: The DataTank: Once the data of the
four pilots was identified and catalogued in Micka or
CKAN, it was necessary that some datasets were
converted in different formats, as not all identified
datasets were geospatial ones. These datasets were
either locally saved or ‘converted on the fly’. The
DataTank software was therefore integrated into the
OTN architecture.
 Use case III: Harmonization of Road Network
Data: The last use case shows a concrete outcome
for all four pilot cities. Here, a harmonized
visualization is presented that describes how road
network data from all four pilots were identified and
harmonized into an INSPIRE Transport Network
compatible data schema.

Results of harmonization process
Use case I: metadata harmonization

In order to evaluate and use data sources by the OTN
users, it is necessary to enable metadata querying of all
registered datasets. The datasets on the OTN Hub are
either added locally, by a user, or are harvested from
existing data portals, as is the case for the Antwerp and
Issy-les-Moulineaux pilot cities.
In the following sections, we first describe the metadata
standard used to harmonize the metadata, its usefulness
to the OTN project and wider geospatial community,
followed by the details of implementation in OTN.
GeoDCAT-AP specifics

Open geospatial data is the main focus of OTN. Both
the open data world and the geospatial data world have
long lived separately, but are now slowly drifting
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together. This is reflected in the conversion of standards
describing open data and standards describing geographical data.
DCAT, short for Data Catalogue Vocabulary, is a W3C
recommendation for describing data catalogues. It is a
rather small vocabulary that has 3 main classes: dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution. The Catalog
class describes the entire data catalogue as a collection
of dataset. For instance, who is the catalog curator, when
was it created, when was it last updated or what is the license of the metadata. The Dataset class represents a
collection of data that is available for access or download
in one or more formats. The Distribution class describes
the form of access to data. Multiple ways of distribution
may be available for a dataset, for example when the
data is available in multiple formats. DCAT is a semantic
web ontology and as such uses RDF as data format. The
semantic web strives to have data interoperable without
additional work and to give an inherent semantic meaning to data.
DCAT is a rather small vocabulary, but deliberately
leaves many details open. It welcomes “application profiles”: more specific specifications built on top of DCAT.
The DCAT application profile (DCAT-AP) is a European
standard for data portals is such a profile. It specifies
which properties are mandatory, recommended and optional. DCAT-AP is the de facto standard for publishing
open data. The specification can be found here.
In the geographic world, the ISO 19115/19119/19139
standards describe how to document data or services as
metadata. Building on this, the Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the European Community () directive
was put in force by the European Commission in 2007.
With regard to metadata, the INSPIRE directive describes a set of attributes, supplies code lists and maps
the attributes to the format described in ISO. INSPIRE
can be seen as an implementation of the ISO standards.
For metadata cataloguing and interchange, the Open
Geospatial Catalogue Service for web ISO application
profile (CSW 2.0.2 ISO AP 1.0) with some additional
capabilities is used. These standards are mandatory for
EU member states.
Recent activities aiming to bridge the gap between
the open data and geospatial worlds led to defining
GeoDCAT-AP. GeoDCAT-AP is the first sector-specific
extension of DCAT-AP and explains how to map the
attributes defined in ISO 19115/19119 and INSPIRE to
the DCAT-AP format. It was developed in the ARE3NA
project led by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre. GeoDCAT-AP has a core and an extended version; the former uses only the attributes
provided by DCAT, while the extended version adds
several geo-specific attributes. GeoDCAT-AP is not
meant as a replacement for the ISO or INSPIRE
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standards, but is intended to enable users to distribute
their metadata in a semantic way using DCAT and to
facilitate the exchange of metadata between different
portals. In December 2015, the final version of the
GeoDCAT-AP specification was released by the Joint
Research Centre (JRC), the Publications Office of the
European Union (PO), the Directorates-General for Informatics and Communications Networks, Content &
Technology (CONNECT) of the European Commission. The work on GeoDCAT-AP is still ongoing. The
OTN project aims to implement the profile and test its
applicability, and so contribute to the standardization
process.
More information about GeoDCAT-AP including the
final specifications can be found here4. It is recommended to read Annex I that gives a good overview of
the mandatory, conditional and optional metadata
elements.
Implementation details of GeoDCAT-AP in OTN

The OTN Hub has several non-trivial requirements. The
Hub is dealing with a mix of spatial and non-spatial
data, and these data need to be discoverable through its
metadata and support specific queries.
Following the standards mentioned in the preceding
section would ensure interoperability with other systems,
which is vital. From a user point of view, we want an intuitive way of uploading and visualizing data. Changes to
the data by a user should be propagated through the system without delay.
Most of the requirements are related to metadata.
Metadata harmonization of spatial and non-spatial datasets and services is essential to enable a uniform way of
querying metadata. GeoDCAT-AP was an obvious
choice due to the combination of geospatial and open
data practices. GeoDCAT-AP is still very new, and the
implementation of the new standard within OTN can
provide feedback to OGC, W3C & JRC from both technical and end user points of view. Though GeoDCATAP itself does not specify a querying mechanism, it can
be queried if loaded in a SPARQL endpoint.
In OTN, we have chosen for a combination of several
software packages to fulfil all requirements. In the following paragraphs, we will give an overview of all used

Fig. 1 CKAN and Micka integration into OTN platform
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packages; describe their strengths and weaknesses, and
conclude with an overview of the integrated solution.
MICKA is a complex system for metadata management used for building spatial data infrastructure (SDI)
and geo portal solutions maintained by OTN project
partner HSRS. It contains tools for editing and the management of spatial data and services metadata, and other
sources (documents, websites, etc.). MICKA is used as
metadata catalogue in the OTN project, and also for instance in the Czech national INSPIRE geo portal. GeoDCAT XML is generated from existing ISO 19139 /
INSPIRE metadata in the catalogue according to the
rules defined by the GeoDCAT-AP specification.
In addition to Micka, CKAN is also implemented.
CKAN is an open source data management and publishing tool supporting DCAT. It is a deployable web portal
that acts as a data catalogue, where users can search and
view for datasets of their interest. Acting as a catalogue,
CKAN keeps track of the location of the actual data and
their metadata. Using an extension, CKAN supports
DCAT to import or export its datasets. This support
was further developed by contributions from the OTN
project (as to being able to import the DataTank DCAT,
see further in following chapter). CKAN enables harvesting data from OGC CSW catalogues, but not all
mandatory INSPIRE metadata elements are supported.5
Unfortunately, the DCAT output does not fulfil all INSPIRE requirements, nor is GeoDCAT-AP fully
supported.
The combined solution used in OTN combines
CKAN and Micka (see Fig. 1). CKAN is used as the
entry point for new datasets (spatial or non-spatial), either as a file upload or as a harvest from another data
portal. Webhooks, a CKAN extension scans for changes
and notifies an intermediate CKAN2CSW module,6
which was created for the scope of OTN. This module
requests the full details of any changed datasets and
translates these into CSW transactions that are pushed
to Micka. In this way, Micka is kept synchronized with
CKAN. Micka serves as metadata catalogue and is the
single point of entry for the portal. GeoDCAT-AP can
be generated on the fly for the various queries.
Metadata Harmonization in OTN – lessons
learned: Following existing standards is vital for
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interoperability. Both the open data and geospatial world
have stable standards and GeoDCAT-AP is the first attempt in combining the two. Combining several software
packages seems to be the best approach until
GeoDCAT-AP gets better adoption.
Use case II: the DataTank

As mentioned in the introductory part about interoperability, data can be found in many different formats (or
file types). These formats are mostly open standards and
can be read by various libraries. On the one hand, existing tools might not support all formats and updating
them to support additional formats may be hard or impossible. On the other hand, publishing data in each
possible format is also impossible. In some cases, it is
thus useful to do a data format conversion.
The DataTank is an open source RESTful data management system managed by Open Knowledge Belgium.
It is a web application where the administrator can
register different datasets, which are published in various
formats. The user can browse the available datasets, and
view them in a preferred format (see Fig. 2). Data is converted on the fly. This means that an update of the data
source will be immediately available for use and that the
web application itself does not have to store data, allowing it to scale better. A caching option exists to reduce
conversion time, though this means updates to the data
do not propagate directly.
As some data formats allow for a more complex structure than others, some conversions might lose information: the provided transformations are a best effort. The
transformations assume a straightforward data model
where any complex structure (e.g.: nested data in JSON)
will be discarded. This is intentional, as the DataTank
aims to make data publishing as low threshold as possible by not requiring complex settings that define how
to extract the values from the complex structure.
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The DataTank uses a simple model based on a single
table, similar to a CSV file or a database table. For most
published datasets, this model is sufficient and generally
preferred, as it can be well understood by users wanting to
publish data in various formats. Data that would not fit in
a table model (such as a nested JSON format, where the
data has a tree-form) should be avoided. The DataTank
has supports various formats: CSV, ESRI Shape file, XML,
JSON, MySQL, RDF, XLS, … Additional formats can be
supported by coding a transformer to/from the desired
format. Output formats focus on web applications: CSV,
(Geo)JSON, XML, maps, PHP, WKT… The published
datasets are also available as a DCAT stream, as described
above, which can be ingested by other tools.
The DataTank is being used by the City of Antwerp as
the backbone of their city open data portal, allowing citizens to download the cities’ open data in different formats. The DCAT feed of that local installation links all
the data of the Antwerp city portal with the OTN Hub.
The DataTank is also used in the OTN Hub to perform file conversions of uploaded data where needed
(see Fig. 3). Data is typically uploaded in a format aimed
at desktop processing (e.g. CSV or Excel), where geovisualization services require web-targeted formats (e.g.
GeoJSON). When a user uploads a dataset in an unsuited format, it is converted to GeoJSON using the
DataTank HTTP API, after which it can be used in a
map composition. Alternatively, the converted files
could be made into a service (e.g. WMS/WFS) by other
software.
The community for the DataTank is limited in size,
though commercial support does exist. Of course, the
DataTank can be seen as a generic file format conversion
service (for this specific case), for which alternatives are
available.
The DataTank – lessons learned: Having data available in different formats might be desired by your users

Fig. 2 Different formats of the same dataset (from left to right: XML, JSON, Map)
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Fig. 3 Data upload form on the OTN Hub

or might be needed as input for other software. By using
an on-the-fly conversion, you avoid data replication and
data staleness when data is updated. By converting
uploaded data, you reduce the effort of the user to submit/share the data.
Use case III: harmonization of road network data

There are many sources of road network data to be considered by the stakeholders managing the OTN project.
Starting at the global level (e.g. OpenStreetMap) to country level and ending at pilot sites. Developing an application (e.g. the ones presented on the OTN Hub) or using
data from more than one pilot city or a region requires
having the data in a unified (harmonized) structure.
Therefore, this use case is focused on harmonization
of geo data related to transport. The use case follows the
five steps harmonization approach, which were fully described in the introductory part about data interoperability and harmonization:
1) Understanding the theory of spatial data
harmonization – harmonization experts from three
running European projects (OTN, SDI4Apps,
Foodie), with experiences from INSPIRE thematic
working groups, and earlier project such as
Plan4bussines, Plan4 all and Humboldt were
involved.
2) Understanding source data - data owners in the
four pilot cities filled in a detailed questionnaire

related to the data they have, and next, the existing
metadata catalogues of pilot cities were harvested.
No formal description of the data model (in UML)
existed. Interviews were also held with the pilot
cities to understand the data structure.
3) Understanding target data - the INSPIRE
Transport Network specification was studied. Due to
the complexity of the INSPIRE Transport Network
application scheme, only a core subset of its
elements (RoadLink and RoadNode) were selected
for the target data model creation. The target data
model (later named Open Transport Map[1])
contains mentioned INSPIRE features and additional
elements required by the pilot sites. The target data
model is therefore decomposable to INSPIRE. The
logical overview of the target data model is depicted
in Fig. 4. The detailed description of the developed
data model is available at http://
opentransportmap.info.
4) During the examination of both the target data and
source data structures, particular harmonization
steps were defined (both attribute and geometry
mapping were described in mapping tables). These
harmonization steps had to be defined for each set
of source and target data. Antwerp and Issy-lesMoulineaux had their own data, while Birmingham
and the Liberec Region used OpenStreetMap as an
input. The mapping table example provided here7
shows the attribute and geometry mapping in

Fig. 4 Open Transport Map data model created in the OTN project. UML notation is used
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between the OpenStreetMap and INSPIRE Transport Network compatible data models as an example
of defining harmonization steps.
A short example of the mapping of a road surface category is shown in Fig. 5. It shows just the fulfillment of the
RoadLink.RoadSurfaceCategory attribute, the complete
mapping scheme is described at6. Notice that this is a typical example of information loss, when “searching for the
lowest common denominator”. The origin data keeps much
wider taxonomy in the OSM.roads.surface attribute, than
the RoadSurfaceCategoryValue «codeList» Therefore the
original values have to be categorized according to the
allowed values for the target data scheme (constrained here
by INSPIRE TWG [7]).
A detailed definition of the harmonization steps depends
on the selected harmonization environment. For other examples and more information about harmonization processes, we recommend reading the OTN Deliverable 4.4
Data Harmonization and Integration [10].
5) The last harmonization step - practical realization was performed by running SQL Scripts in PostGIS database
that was selected as the harmonization environment, because of its speed, flexibility and ability to handle big data
amounts. The resulting harmonized dataset can be seen in
the OTN Hub, and moreover the same process was later
repeated for the whole European Union for purposes of the
Open Transport Map creation.
The developed data model was firstly populated by data
from OTN pilots. Later, the model was also populated by
OpenStreetMap data from the whole Europe and the dataset was named Open Transport Map (OTM).8 OTM can
be therefore shortly described as an “INSPIRE compatible
and routable OpenStreetMap (OSM) available for the EU
territory”. This statement shortly outlines the crucial difference between OSM and OTM. Basically the OSM data
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model originates from logging FPS tracks and it has not a
clear road network concept which would follow the basic
topological concept – a line has to begin and end in a
node. This causes that the OSM is not routable and is not
ready to use for analytical tasks.
Contrariwise to OSM, OTM provides a data model
which is topologically correct and compatible with the
INSPIRE Transport Network Schema. Moreover, time
related traffic volumes can be calculated in an area of
interest in the same way as they are already calculated
for the pilot sites of OTN (more information about traffic volumes calculation in [9]).
The following OTM development faces two challenges:
 Calculation of traffic volumes at the EU level –

current in the box traffic engineering software is not
able to calculate the traffic volume, due to the size
of the dataset. The OTN team works on a Hadoop
server based solution that could overcome these
limits.
 Periodical update of OTM – to keep the OTM
sustainable. There is an on-going work on developing an automated way to keep the OTM up to date.
all other information about the Open Transport Map
can be found at http://opentransportmap.info page. At
this dedicated website, the reader can download the harmonized dataset and get the guide on how to use OTM
as a web map or to embed it in a website (Fig. 6) (http://
opentransportnet.eu/web/guest/pilsen-traffic-volumes).

Discussion about OTN harmonization guidelines
In this chapter, some harmonization guidelines and
best practices are defined for city officials and other
data owners who are interested in providing and working with different spatial and non-spatial data sources.

Fig. 5 RoadSurfaceCategory - an example of attribute and geometry mapping between OpenStreetMap and INSPIRE Transport Network
compatible data models
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Fig. 6 A sample visualization of Open Transport Map, source: http://opentransportnet.eu/web/guest/pilsen-traffic-volumes

The guidelines are divided in overall guidelines of the
consortium specialists, and more specific guidelines regarding the interoperability of our datasets. Our general
experience is in line with these of W3C on “data bestpractices”,9 especially on the issues of reuse, discoverability and processing.

Ensure that the data is and remains fit for purpose

 Encourage the submission of data corrections and

ensure that these feed into future releases of the data.
 Encourage the submission of additional or

alternative data and ensure that these feed into
future releases of the data - for instance translations
so that multi-language applications can be more easily supported or links to other data sources.
Publish data in ways that reduce barriers to re-use and
allow it to be combined with other data

 Understand the quality and timeliness of the

data. For many purposes data does not need to
be wholly accurate in order to meet the
objectives; and some datasets - such as maps and
addresses - may never be 100% accurate because
of lags in including changes in the physical
world they describe. However, in order to judge
whether the data has acceptable quality for a
specific need it is important to understand how
accurate that data is - and the types of
inaccuracies that might be present, including
those due to the way that the data is collected.
 Establish a process and organization that keeps the
data up-to-date in accordance with user needs.
Some datasets, such as many statistical tables, only
describe a “snapshot” at a particular point in time or
for a particular period. Others, such as maps, “decay”
as more and more changes in the physical world
happen over time. It is important that the dataset
description and metadata defines how and when the
data will be updated, and that the data owner fulfils
those commitments.

 When publishing data files, it is important to choose

open and well-supported file format(s) that suit
users and applications to consume the data - even if
they are not the preferred format for internal use or
the most advanced format. If possible, users or
applications should be given a choice of formats, for
instance by a parameter in the query or the API.
While XML/RDF may be the most general format
for linked data, many applications and developers
will find it easier to consume simpler formats and
data models, for instance JSON, and these should be
offered as alternatives. The OTN Hub gives the user
the possibility to receive the same open data in
different formats. Some of the formats have been
found to be suited for online use, some of them to
be better for use in a desktop GIS system and others
more suitable for the use embedded in apps (such as
mobile apps) that operate largely offline.
 Using an on-the-fly conversion makes you avoid
data replication and data staleness when data is
updated. By converting uploaded data, you reduce
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the effort needed by the user to submit/share the
data. Format converters such as the DataTank have
been found valuable in converting data automatically
from one format to another as part of an automated
tool-chain.
Use the INSPIRE data standards concerning GIS
data as much as possible, or if not available
make use of other open international geospatial
data standards (e.g. OGC).
When publishing data, it is important to use the
data model that will be of most value to users of
the data - which may not be the data model by
which the data is collected. For instance, real-time
rail running data might be better served train-bytrain rather than sensor-by-sensor. On-the-fly format conversion tools such as DataTank convert formats, but do not re-model the data more generally.
When publishing data, it is important to use
structured representations wherever possible,
rather than free-text fields. This is so users - including applications - can understand the data semantically and take decisions based upon it. Some
seemingly simple data elements - such as “opening
hours” for a museum - can be surprisingly complex.
Free-text will be difficult for an application to understand - and can easily be language-dependent (for
instance days of the week) in ways that can defeat
multi-language applications and users.
Ensure common, meaningful naming
conventions. For instance, use “latitude” and
“longitude” to name such geospatial attributes
rather than “Y” and “X” (with a coordinate system
attribute as well, of course).
Make your data as region-independent as possible.
Geographical data sets can be specified in different
coordinate reference systems, depending on the region.
Always try to use a global system, such as WGS84.
For harmonizing datasets, it is recommended to
consult a(n) (external) harmonization expert, who is
familiar with Source and Target data structures.

Support use of data through reliable, consistent metadata
and easy-to-use data portals
 Allow automatic consumption of your data.

Minimize the use of logins or API-keys, and if these are
unavoidable ensure that they use simple and standard
protocols, and that they can be used programmatically.
 Use well-established data portal software with
widely used APIs - this reduces costs and barriers to
success for both the data publisher and the data users.
 Make use of the same basic structures for finding
and looking geo and non-geo metadata. The
experience of the OTN project is that this is
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important and that an easy to implement and user
friendly software solution is needed to provide
metadata of all the data in a consistent way through
a single interface. However, more effort is needed to
integrate these two “data-worlds”. Partly due to the
influence of the INSPIRE Directive a lot of
development work on geospatial metadata has been
done, but it is not widely understood outside the
geospatial community and it is not widely used in
the open-data world.
 Using and testing integrated formats like
GeoDCAT-AP will be very important to establish
a more uniform metadata standard. The lack of
integrated metadata management systems (Micka,
CKAN,…) and widely used standards makes it
difficult to set up a single search environment. As
part of the OTN project we are contributing to a
joint OGC/W3C working group to enhance the use
of one integrated metadata system for all kind of
(open) datasets.
 Use a system that automatically provides a
(Geo)DCAT-AP feed of metadata about your data.
Ensure Interoperability with, and build up, established big
(and International) datasets
 Individual data owners need to recognise that their

data does not exist in isolation: they should not
“re-invent the wheel”! Users need reasonable
harmonisation not only with other directly relevant
datasets but also with existing big, international,
datasets. This is because those existing datasets
(such as Open Street Map) not only provide core
reference data with more local or specific data, but
also are accompanied by mature and robust
application development tools.
 If relevant data owners should seek to build on the
frameworks of existing datasets and data models
(for instance Open Street Map or Datex II) rather
than building up an alternative data model from a
blank sheet of paper.
 For example, the OTN open transport map makes use
of OSM and adds an extra model on it, to present road
intensity data. The project experience shows that the
balance of advantage is with using an established and
proven model rather than starting anew, even if there
seems in theory to be some advantage in doing so.
 Starting from the frameworks of existing
international datasets and data models also will
enable the incremental enhancement of these
frameworks to enable harmonization of additional
open datasets among different jurisdictions and
organisations. For instance, OTN is exploring easy
ways to incorporate into the models other useful
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data sources like INSPIRE formatted addresses,
administrative boundaries and points of interest.
 This approach is particularly important in the
European Union where many cities, and some
nation states, do not have the “critical mass” that
would be needed to generate a rich set of applications
and development tools for themselves. If the citizens,
businesses and administrations of these cities are to
benefit to the greatest possible extent from the
potential of their data then it is important that they
adopt the appropriate degree of harmonisation
not only with other cities directly but with the
wider data re-use “eco-system”. By doing so and
allowing local organizations to add their own data
easily and incrementally at their own pace
maximum advantage can be taken of network effects
within the European Union.

Conclusion
The paper is focused on geodata interoperability in transportation domain and presents results from OpenTransportNet Project. It firstly shows and explain the
harmonization process as a whole and then mention the
importance of data description – medatada – and its
harmonization. After it the paper firstly focuses on opening data in general – by describing one possible use case –
using the Datatank solution, which allows to both increase
the linked data level and to serve data in various formats.
Then the paper goes to the transport domain and shows a
way, how to harmonize transport related data into a standardized open scheme (defined in INSPIRE TWG [7]).
Then the results section describes lessons learned – experiences, which can be useful for city officials and other
data owners who are interested in providing and working
with different spatial and non-spatial data sources, stressing three key outcomes: 1) ensure that the data is and remains fit for purpose; 2) publish data in ways that reduce
barriers to re-use and allow it to be combined with other
data 3) support use of data through reliable, consistent
metadata and easy-to-use data portals and last but not
least 4) ensure Interoperability with, and build up, established big (and International) datasets.
Endnotes
1
Geographic information Science & Technology
2
those who know the content (meaning) of the data
very well
3
those who know the target data specifications very well
4
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/asset_release/geodcat-ap-v10
5
CKAN2CSW is CKAN extension designed to
synchronize CKAN data with CSW catalogue. In order
to any change in metadata in CKAN database, the changed metadata are sent via CSW transaction to the
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connected catalogue. Check the geospatial extension for
CKAN here: https://github.com/ckan/ckanext-spatial
6
CKAN2CSW module is described at http://project.
opentransportnet.eu/otn/?q=news-item/ckan2csw
7
http://opentransportmap.info/OSMtoOTM.html
8
http://opentransportmap.info
9
https://www.w3.org/TR/dwbp/
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